


DISPERSE TILE 5T184 in train station 75557 + DIFFUSE TILE 59575 in train station 75557
9 x 36 in.  |  22.9 cm x 91.4 cm + 24 x 24 in.  |  61 x 61 cm  |  to view the installation diagram, visit www.shawcontract.com

COVER  |  DIFFUSE TILE 5T185 in climate 75765 + road trip 75105 + river front 75535 + CITY CENTRAL TILE 5T175 in scenic 72515 + island 72595 + village 72760
9 x 36 in.  |  22.9 cm x 91.4 cm  |  installed brick  |  for installation visit www.shawcontract.com

pace your space

Be flexible, freeform and fast. Create installations in any 

configuration. Mix 24 x 24 with 9 x 36. Add subtle hues and 

flashes of color. A No Rules and quick ship collection, Diffuse 

+ Disperse is made to move spaces. 

build momentum. accelerate the pace.

diffuse + disperse 
a no rules collection



DIFFUSE TILE 5T185 in river front 75535
9 x 36 in.  |  22.9 cm x 91.4 cm  |  installed herringbone

DIFFUSE TILE 59575 in passport 75597
24 x 24 in. | 61 x 61 cm | installed random

tile tile



DISPERSE TILE 59576 in train station 75557
24 x 24 in. | 61 x 61 cm | installed random

DISPERSE TILE 5T184 in road trip 75105
9 x 36 in.  |  22.9 cm x 91.4 cm  |  installed herringbone

tile tile



DIFFUSE TILE 5T185 in river front 75535 + DISPERSE TILE 5T184 in river front 75535 + COLOR FORM TILE 5T112 in hyper blue 81436 + charming 81429
9 x 36 in.  |  22.9 cm x 91.4 cm  |  installed monolithic + brick  |  for installation visit www.shawcontract.com

design on the fly

With Diffuse + Disperse, you rule the floor. Clever 

coloring and layered textures let you blend dye lots 

imperceptibly and replace selectively. Two flexible sizes 

give you the freedom to install tiles randomly, zig and 

zag, square and plank.

make your move.



Let your shape run wild. You have a vision in mind.  Now imagine, changing it at will. The combination of 

9 x 36 and 24 x 24 tiles means you can go monochromatic subtle or make a progressive color statement. 

Zag instead of zig. Explore unique shapes. Experiment diverse color hues. You’ve got color carte blanche. 

And the ability to let your creativity loose.

COLOR FORM TILE 5T112 in crystal 81535 + mystic grey 81515 + mask 81507 
9 x 36 in.  |  23 x 91 cm  |  installed brick

COLOR FRAME TILE 5T081 in hyper green 81326 + hyper blue 81436 + frolic 81284 + disappear 81557 + coax 81549  + 
COLOR FORM TILE 5T112 in hyper green 81326 + hyper blue 81436 + frolic 81284 + disappear 81557 + coax 81549  + mystic grey 81515 + mystery 81515
9 x 36 in.  |  22.9 cm x 91.4 cm + 24 x 24 in.  |  61 x 61 cm  |  installed monolithic
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COLOR FRAME TILE 5T081 in crystal 81535 + mystic grey 81515 + mask 81507  
24 x 24 in.  |  61 x 61 cm  |  installed monolithic
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